
GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG Critiques GSDAWA 4th MEMBERS COMPETITION  2 OCTOBER 2022 Mr K Morton (NSW) 

            
 

JUDGE – Mr Kurt Morton (NSW) 

Judge’s Summary Report 

Entry Statistics:  German Shepherd Dogs - Total 61 entered (41 Stock Coats, 32 exhibited, 20 Long Stock 
Coats, 17 exhibited). The show commenced at 9:05 am and finished at approximately 3:05 pm. 
 
Thank you to the WA committee for the invitation to adjudicate at the show. We were afforded superb 

weather to show in and as always, the grounds were in great condition. Special thanks to Ian & Kerry 

(steward extraordinaire) Heard, John Fenner (Chief Steward) & Leanne Irvine (steno) and Andy Crace 

(Entrance Steward) and Tracy Roberts (Show Secretary) for their help and support and organisation.  

The total entries of the show were 61 with 49 exhibited on the day. All animals eligible for Excellent were 

graded so and in the entire show only one animal was downgraded. All other animals received the highest 

grading possible. All animals presented in open were gun sure and overall, the animals has great 

temperaments. Animals exhibited generally had praiseworthy dark, almond eyes with excellent expression 

and very good firmness of hocks and elbows and were all within size. Some older animals had pronounced 

hindquarter angulation but this was not seen in the younger classes. I would encourage breeders to be 

mindful of the length and angle of necks and wither connections and aim to maintain and improve the 

length and angle of upper arms. Though, this is an issue seen across Australia. Overall, the WA breeders 

and exhibitors should be very proud. Of particular note, Wulkano-uno v Schnitzerteam sired 10 class 

winners in the show and in a number of instances had the top few places in classes and showed a 

consistency throughout. 

Highlights  
My best LSC dog was a young junior male, who impressed with his substance and type. A very well put 
together masculine male who was presented in excellent condition and coat and performed very well. 
Reserve was Open who is a well-proportioned male with a beautiful length of neck and very good ground 
covering movement. Again, presented in very good condition and coat.  
 
Long stock females were particularly impressive overall. The challenge line up was a joy to judge with the 

minor, puppy and open class winners all highly in contention. Ultimately, my best bitch LSC was from the 

Open. A 2.5 year old richly coloured black and gold female in superb condition and coat with balanced 

movement, presenting a great outline. Reserve was also from open. A lovely female, presented not quite in 

the best coat condition but nevertheless a quality female.  

Stock Coat males although generally classes were small in number were of very good quality. My best 

male, from the intermediate class was a lovely, above mediums size, richly coloured dog of excellent 

proportions with superb length of foreleg. A quality rarely seen today. A very dry and firm dog that 

impressed throughout the class. My reserve was the Open dog.  

Stock coat females showed a great depth of quality throughout all classes. My challenge line up was very 

strong with the junior, intermediate and opens in contention. Ultimately, best bitch went to the open, a 

quality female with excellent proportions and lovely overline that is maintained throughout the class. My 

reserve was from junior. A very large, strong, substantial female of excellent type and proportions and a 

slightly better wither connection over the 2nd in Open and Intermediates which clinched her the reserve.  

Thanks again, it was an absolute pleasure, Kurt.   

 



 
 

GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG – LONG STOCK COAT 

 

BABY PUPPY DOG 
 

 

SCR  1 SABARANBURG YEEZY      DOB: 22/04/2022 

S: *Salvatore vom Grafenwald (Imp Deu)    Br: EXH 

 D: *Sabaranburg Reikki       Exh: B & L Lubbock 
 

SCRATCHED 
 

 

JUNIOR DOG 
 
 

1st  2 FRIEDENTAL HAIRY MACLARY     DOB: 12/06/2021 

 S: *Wulkano-Uno von Schnitzerteam (imp Hun)    Br: N Humphries 

 D: Maerceci Mischevious Rafferty     Exh: C Baker 
 

15.5 Months  66.0 cm / 28.5cm 

Very large, strong and substantial black and gold Long Stock Coat male of excellent type and proportions. 
Strong masculine head, dark eye, good length of neck, high wither, slight rise behind. Straight back. Slightly 
short but well laid croup. Good forequarter, ideally the upper arm could be slightly better angled. Very good 
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and slightly short underchest development. Does not stand correct in front. 
Moves correct going, slightly narrow coming, where the elbows are to firm. In movement, shows a very good 
sequence of steps, with very good reach and drive, maintaining a form outline. Presented in excellent coat 
condition. 

 
Grading:  VERY GOOD 

 

2nd  3 SHAYGAR DYNAOMMY INDY      DOB: 29/08/2021 
 S: *Ch Hasenway Major Tom      Br:  Shaygar GSD’s 
 D: *Shaygar Parisienne Dynasty      EXH: A Ducrow 

 

13 Months  65.0 cm / 28.0 cm 

Large. medium strong black and gold Long Stock Coat male of very good type and proportions. Strong head, 
good dark eye. Good neck, normal wither, straight back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good forequarter 
where ideally the upper arm could be longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore 
and just slightly short underchest development. Does not stand correct in front. Slightly wide going hocks to 
firm, narrow coming, elbows to firm. In movement shows very good sequence of steps with balanced reach and 
drive. Presented in good coat condition. 

 Grading: VERY GOOD 
 

 

1 ___2____2 ___3____ 

 

 

OPEN DOG 
 
 

1st  5 ICCARA BROTHER IN ARMS      DOB: 26/11/2018 
 S: *Bluemax Tiger Town       Br: EXH 
 D: Iccara Bad Habit       EXH: C Mailata & S Woollard 
 

3 Years 10 Months.  65.5 cm  / 30.0 cm 
Very large, medium strong, substantial, richly coloured black and gold Long Stock Coat male of excellent type 
and proportions. Strong masculine head with dark eye. Very good length of neck, high wither, firm back, just 
slightly short croup that is well laid. Very good forequarter where the upper arm could be slightly longer. Very 
good hindquarter. Does not stand correct in front. Very good fore and good underchest. Correct going, correct 
coming, elbows to firm. In movement shows very good sequence of steps with very good reach and drive, 
maintaining a firm outline. Presented in Very good coat condition. 

 

         Grading:  EXCELLENT 
 
 



 
2nd  6  ELKALA ROYAL LOGAN      DOB: 03/04/2020 
 S: *Ch Volscaro Lenton Brae CD RE ET     Br: E Kohler 
 D: Elkala Aryas Game On      EXH: J Raven 
  

2 Years    64.0 cm  / 28.5 cm 

Just above medium size, strong and substantial, richly coloured black and gold Long Stock Coat male of very 
good type and proportions. Strong masculine head with dark eyes and masking. Good neck, normal withers, 
straight back, just slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good forequarter where the upper arm could be longer. 
Slightly long upper thigh. Does not stand correct in front. Very good fore and underchest. Correct going, slightly 
wide coming, elbows firm. In movement shows balanced reach and drive which could be more expansive 
overall. Presented in very good coat condition. 

 

Grading: EXCELLENT 
 
3rd  4 *SABARANBURG SKYWALKER     DOB: 02/06/2018 
 S: *Ch Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex.M     Br: EXH 
 D: Sabaranburg Purple Haze Ex.     EXH: B & L Lubbock 
 

4 Years 4 Months.  64.5 cm / 29.0 cm 

Above medium size, medium strong, substantial, richly coloured black and gold Long Stock Coat male of very 

good type and proportions. Strong masculine head with dark eyes and masking where ideally the planes could 

be more parallel. Good neck, normal wither, firm back, short well laid croup. Good forequarter where the upper 

arm could be longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Does not stand correct in front. Good 

fore and slightly short underchest. Moves slightly wide going, hocks to firm, slightly narrow coming, elbows to 

firm, ideally the pasterns could be firmer overall. In movement shows balanced reach and drive which could be 

more expansive. Presented in very good coat condition. 

 

         Grading:  EXCELLENT 
 

 

1 ___5____ 2. ___6____ 3 ___4___ 

 

BEST DOG LSC___2____  RUNNER UP BEST DOG LSC____5____ 

 

BABY PUPPY BITCH 
 
 

1st .  8 SABARANBURG YATALIA      DOB: 22/04/2022 

S: *Salvatore vom Grafenwald (Imp Deu)    Br: EXH 

 D: *Sabaranburg Reikki       Exh: B & L Lubbock 
 

         Grading VERY PROMISING 

 
2nd  7 SHAYGAR DYNILAS KIRBY      DOB: 19/04/2022 
 S: *Silas vom Wierlings Hook      Br:  EXH 
 D: *Shaygar Parisienne Dynasty      EXH: B & S Southwick/ JAK Smith 
  

         Grading VERY PROMISING 
 

 

1 ___8____ 2 ____7____  

 

MINOR PUPPY BITCH 
 
 

1st  9 FREINHAUF TESLA       DOB: 25/1/2022 
 S: *Wulkano-Uno von Schnitzerteam (imp Hun)    Br:  KR & RT Knuckey 
 D: Freinhauf Gamble IID AZ      EXH: R Spencer 
  

         Grading VERY PROMISING 
 
 
 



 

2nd  10 ADASHAD MIRMIR       DOB: 27/03/2022 
 S: *Wulkano-Uno von Schnitzerteam (imp Hun)    Br:  S & M Adams 
 D: Freidental Miss Kendra Wilks      EXH: N Humphries 
  

         Grading VERY PROMISING 
 

 

 1 ___9____ 2 ___10____  

 

PUPPY BITCH 
 
 

1st  12 BRONBOREO ALL THAT SASS     DOB: 27/12/2021 
 S: *Wulkano-Uno von Schnitzerteam (imp Hun)    Br:  R Pritchard / B Pereira 
 D: Bronboreo Vejaja       EXH: M Wellock 
  

         Grading VERY PROMISING 
 

2nd  13 BABYAWN DREAM GIRL      DOB: 31/12/2021 
 S: Ch Jentol Angels Dynamo Jack AZ     Br:  EXH 
 D: Seigen Murphys Ziggy      EXH: A Smith 
  

 Grading VERY PROMISING 
 

SCR 11 WOHLSTAND DAKOTA      DOB: 14/12/2021 
 S: *Sabaranburg Skywalker      Br:  EXH 
 D: *Ch Lawine Diamond Essence     EXH: S J Smith 
  

 SCRATCHED 

 

 

1 ___12___ 2 ___13____  

 

JUNIOR BITCH 

 
 

1st 14 BRONBOREO AVENGER      DOB: 24/04/2021 

 S: *Wulcano-Uno von Schnitzerteam (imp Hun) AZ Ex   Br:  EXH 
 D: Bronboreo Vejaja       EXH: R Pritchard / B Periera 
  

17 Months  56.0 cm / 26.0 cm 
Below medium size, medium strong, black and gold Long Stock Coat female of very good type and proportions. 
Feminine head where ideally the eye could be darker. Good neck, normal withers, straight back, short but well 
laid croup. Good forequarter where the upper arm could be slightly longer. Good hindquarter. Does not stand 
correct in front. Good fore and underchest. Correct going, correct coming. In movement shows very good 
sequence of steps with balanced reach and drive maintaining a firm outline. Presented in good coat condition. 

 

 Grading VERY GOOD 
 
2nd 15 BABYAWN BEAUTY SUNDAE      DOB: 26/09/2021 

S: *Sabaranburg Skywalker      Br: EXH 

 D: Iccara Lady Stardust       EXH: A Smith 
 

12 Months    55.0 cm / 25.0 cm 
Below medium size, medium strong, black and gold Long Stock Coat female of very good type and proportions. 
Feminine head where ideally the strength of the foreface and underjaw could be stronger. Good neck, normal 
wither, straight back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. Could stand a little more correct in front. Good fore 
and underchest. Moves wide going, correct coming. In movement shows good sequence of steps with balanced 
reach and drive. Presented not in the best coat condition and could be more confident in her presentation today. 
 

Grading GOOD 
 
 

1 ___14___ 2 ___15____ 
 
 



INTERMEDIATE BITCH 

 
 

1st  16 BABYAWN MI GRACIE GRACE     DOB: 19/10/2020 
 S: Iccara Brother In Arms      Br:  EXH 
 D: Seigen Murphys Ziggy      EXH: A Smith 
 

23 Months.  57.0 cm/ 26.0 cm 

Medium size. medium strong black and gold Long Stock Coat female of very good type and proportions. 
Feminine head with dark eye, ideally the foreface and underjaw could be stronger. Good neck carried a little 
erect, normal wither, straight back, just slightly short croup. Good forequarter where the upper arm could be 
longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Good fore and underchest. 
Correct coming and going. In movement, shows good sequence of steps, with balanced reach and drive where 
the neck is carried erect. Presented in good coat condition. 

 

Grading VERY GOOD 
 

2nd   17 JENTOL KATCHENS CEDRA      DOB: 23/10/2021 
 S: Ch Jentol Angels Dynamo Jack AZ     Br:  J Boekelman 
 D: Jentol Ginas Katchen AZ      EXH: A Smith 
 

23 Months.  56.0 cm / 27.0 cm 

Below medium size, medium strong and substantial, richly coloured black and gold Long Stock Coat female of 

very good type and slightly deep proportions. Feminine head with dark eye. Good neck, normal wither, straight 

back, short but well laid croup. Good forequarter where the upper arm could be longer and very good hindquarter 

angulation. Should stand more correct in front. Very good fore and underchest development. Steps slightly cow 

hocked going, hocks to firm, slightly narrow coming, elbows to firm. In movement, shows very good sequence 

of steps with balanced reach and drive which could be more expansive overall.  
 

         Grading VERY GOOD 

 
1 ___16____ 2 ___17____  

 

 

OPEN BITCH 

 
 

1st  20 *EROICA OLIETTA       DOB: 3/04/2020 

 S: Kaperville Obsidian       Br: K Leonard 

 D: Eroica Humphrey       EXH: S & N Smith / K Leonard 
 

2 Years 6 Months.  60.0 cm / 28.0 cm 
Large, medium strong, substantial, richly coloured black and gold female of excellent type and proportions. 
Strong yet feminine head with dark eye. Very good neck, high wither, firm straight back, just slightly croup with 
very good lay. Good forequarter where the upper arm could be slightly longer. Very good hindquarter angulation. 
Could stand a little more correct in front. Very good fore and underchest. Correct going, slightly narrow coming, 
elbows to firm. In movement, shows a very good sequence of steps with excellent reach and drive maintaining 
a firm outline. The hocks could be firmer. Presented in excellent coat and condition. 

 

         Grading EXCELLENT 
 
2nd  18 SHAYGAR PARISIENNE DYNASTY     DOB: 16/11/2017 

 S: *Ch As Du Domaine Du Val D'Aulnoy (imp Fra)   Br: EXH 

 D: *Shaygar Fallon       EXH: JAK Smith 
 

4 Years 10.5 Months.  58.0 cm / 26.5 cm 
Above medium size, medium strong, black and gold Long Stock Coat female of excellent type and proportions. 
Feminine head with dark eyes. Very good neck, high wither, firm back, very good length and lay of the croup. 
Good forequarter where ideally the upper arm could be longer, very good hindquarter angulation. Very good 
fore and underchest development. Should stand a little bit more correct in front. Slightly wide going, correct 
coming. In movement, shows very good sequence of steps with expansive reach and drive, maintaining a firm 
outline. Presented out of coat, but otherwise in good condition. 
 

         Grading EXCELLENT 
 



 
 

SCR  19 *CH LAWINE DIAMOND ESSENCE AZ     DOB: 23/07/2019 

 S: Iliano von Juvenisty (imp NDL)     Br: PR & DJ Smith 

 D: Ch Lawine Takira       EXH: SJ Smith 
 

SCRATCHED 
 

 

1 ____20____ 2 ___18____  
 

 

BEST BITCH LSC____20___   RUNNER UP BEST BITCH LSC_____18____ 
 

 

 

STOCK COAT 
 

BABY PUPPY DOG 

 
 

1st  21 BRONBOREO UNOS FIRE STORM     DOB: 15/04/2022 
 S: *Wulkano-Uno von Schnitzerteam (imp Hun)    Br: EXH 
 D: Bronboreo Fire Fly       EXH: B Pereira / R Pritchard 
 

Grading: VERY PROMISING 
 
2nd  22 BRONBOREO LIEUTENANT      DOB: 28/04/2022 
 S: *Wulcano-Uno von Schnitzerteam (imp Hun)    Br: EXH 
 D: Bronboreo Vedel Vida      EXH: B Pereira / R Pritchard  
 

Grading: VERY PROMISING 
 
3rd  23 COWBRY BLUE JEANS      DOB: 24/05/2022 
 S: *Ch Shaygar Venetian Tru Blu AZ Ex     Br: EXH 
 D: *Volscaro Baby Spice AZ Ex       EXH: L Cowell 
 

Grading VERY PROMISING 
 
 
 1 ___21____ 2 ____22____ 3 ____23____  
 
 

MINOR PUPPY DOG 

 
 

1st  24 FREINHAUF UTHER       DOB: 15/02/2022 
 S: *Wulcano-Uno von Schnitzerteam (imp Hun)    Br: Knuckey 
 D: *Freinhauf Elle Mcpherson      EXH: Pereira/Pritchard 
 

Grading: VERY PROMISING 
 

1 ___24____  

 
 

PUPPY DOG 
 
 

1st  25 GRANDWEST UNOS GOLDEN ACE     DOB: 16/12/2021 
 S: *Wulkano Uno Von Schnitzerteam (Imp Hun) AZ Ex   Br:  Grandwest 
 D: *Aimsway Ripepi AZ       EXH: D & C Willis 

 

         Grading VERY PROMISING 

 



 

SCR  26 FREINHAUF UNO       DOB: 15/02/2022 
 S: *Wulcano-Uno von Schnitzerteam (imp Hun)    Br: Knuckey 
 D: *Freinhauf Elle Mcpherson      EXH: Pereira/Pritchard 
 

 SCRATCHED 
 

1 ___25____  

 
 

INTERMEDIATE DOG 

 
 

1st  28 TEAM BERN TIGER OF SWEDEN (Imp Gmy)    DOB: 21/10/2019 

 S: *Willy vom Kuckucksland      Br: P Schorling 

 D: Wallis vom Bad-Boll       EXH S & L Woollard 
 

23.5 Months  65.0 cm  /.29.5 cm 

Large. medium strong, richly coloured black & gold Stock Coat male of very good type and excellent proportions. 

Expressive head, medium eye and dark masking. Very good length of neck, high wither, slight dip behind, very 

good lay and just slightly short croup. Good forequarter where the upper arm could be just slightly better angled. 

Very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and very good underchest.  Stands correct in front. Correct going, 

hocks to firm, correct coming. In movement, shows very good sequence of steps with balanced reach and drive, 

maintaining a firm outline. 
 

 Grading VERY GOOD 

 

2nd  29 HAUBERK INDEFATIGABLE      DOB: 08/02/2021 
 S: *Wulkano-Uno von Schnitzerteam (imp Hun) AZ Ex   Br: EXH 
 D: Hauberk Hera       EXH: G Connolly 
 

Almost 20 Months  64.5 cm  / 29.5 cm 
Above medium size, strong and substantial black and gold male of very good type and proportions. Masculine 
had with dark masking and medium eye colour. Good neck, high wither, firm straight back, just slightly short 
croup that is well laid. Very good fore quarter where the upper arm could be slightly better angled. Very good 
hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and underchest. Could stand slightly more correct in front. Correct going, 
correct coming. elbows to firm. In movement, shows good sequence of steps with balanced reach and drive, 
however has a tendency to lift at the front. 

 

 Grading VERY GOOD 

 
3rd  27 ELKALA LONE HUNTER      DOB: 17/09/2020 

  S: *Volscaro Lenton Brae      Br: Elkala Kennels 

  D: *Tami vom Schloss Appel      EXH: Leigh Coles 
 

2 Years  63.0 cm  /.29.5 cm 

Medium size, strong, substantial, black & gold male of very good type. Strong masculine head with dark eye 

and masking. Good neck, normal wither, straight back, croup is good length and lay. The tail is slightly high set. 

Good forequarter where the upper arm could be longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. 

Very good fore and underchest development. Should sand a little more correct in front. Moves slightly wide 

going, slightly barrow coming, where the elbows are to firm. In movement, shows very good sequence of steps 

with balanced reach and drive. Presented in very good coat condition. 
 

 Grading VERY GOOD 

 
1 ___28____ 2 ____29_____ 3 ____27____ 

 

 

 

 

 

 



OPEN DOG 

 
 

1st  32 *SABARANBURG ROSKO      DOB: 03/09/2017 

  S: UK Ch Conbhairean Freddie (Imp UK)    Br: EXH 

  D: *Boney M vom Bad Walde IPO2 (Imp Deu)    Exh: B & L Lubbock 
 

5 Years 1 Month.  65.0 cm / 31.0 cm 

Very large, medium strong, substantial, black & gold male, where the saddle could be more pronounced, of very 

good type and proportions. Strong masculine head with excellent dark masking and eye. Very good length of 

neck, high wither, firm straight back, slightly short and steep croup. Very good fore where ideally the upper arm 

could be slightly better angled, pronounced hindquarter. Should stand more correct in front. Very good fore and 

underchest development. Steps close going, hocks to firm, narrow coming, elbows to firm. In movement, shows 

very good sequence of steps with very good reach and drive, where ideally the ligaments could be firmer. 

Presented quite lean. 
 

 Placing: 1st        Grading:  EXCELLENT 

 

2nd  30 *CH SHAYGAR VENETIAN TRU BLU     DOB: 18/06/2016 

  S: *Giotto di Fossombrone IPO3 (Imp Ita) Ex    Br: JAK Smith 

  D: *Shaygar Fallon AZ       Exh: L Cowell 
 

6 Years 3.5 Months.  65.5 cm / 32.0 cm 

Very large, strong, substantial richly coloured dog of very good type and proportions. Strong masculine head 

with good dark eye and masking. Good length of neck, normal wither, straight back, well laid, slightly short 

croup. Good forequarter where the upper arm could be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter. Stands 

correct in front. Very good fore and underchest development. Correct going, slightly wide coming. In movement, 

shows very good sequence of steps, with balanced reach and drive which should be more expansive. Presented 

in slightly heavy condition. 
 

         Grading:  EXCELLENT 

 

SCR  31 *WULKANO UNO VON SCHNITZERTEAM (Imp Hun)   DOB: 11/08/2016 

  S: Ulkan von Maikhus       Br: Martin Janos 

  D: Ixy van Contra       Exh: Pereira / Petreski 
 

 SCRATCHED 

 

1 ___30____ 2 ____32___ 

 
 

BEST DOG ____28___  RUNNER UP BEST DOG ____32_____ 
 
 

BABY PUPPY BITCH 
 

 

1st  38 BRONBOREO YUM YUM YUM      DOB: 25/04/2022 
 S: *Wulcano-Uno von Schnitzerteam (imp Hun)    Br: EXH 
 D: Bronboreo Yum Yum       EXH: Pereira / Pritchard 
 

Grading:  VERY PROMISING 
 

2nd  33 GRANDWEST WICKED WILLOW     DOB: 10/04/2022 
 S: *Wulcano-Uno von Schnitzerteam (imp Hun)    Br: Grandwest 

D: Grandwest Djimika       EXH: D & C WIllis 
  

Grading:  VERY PROMISING 
 

3rd  35 BRONBOREO FIRE STORMZ      DOB: 15/04/2022 
 S: *Wulcano-Uno von Schnitzerteam (imp Hun)    Br: EXH 

D: Bronboreo Fire Fly       EXH: Bronboreo 
  

Grading:  VERY PROMISING 



 
4th  34 BRONBOREO CHERRY FIRE      DOB: 15/04/2022 
 S: *Wulcano-Uno von Schnitzerteam (imp Hun)    Br: EXH 

D: Bronboreo Fire Fly       EXH: Bronboreo 
  

 Grading:  VERY PROMISING 
 

5th  39 BRONBOREO FIZZ CRACKER      DOB: 10/05/2022 
 S: *Wulcano-Uno von Schnitzerteam (imp Hun)    Br: EXH 
 D: Bronboreo Fizz Gidget      EXH: Pereira / Pritchard 
 

Grading:  VERY PROMISING 
 
6th  41 COWBRY BERRI LUSH      DOB: 24/05/2022 
 S: *Ch Shaygar Venetian Tru Blu AZ Ex     Br: EXH 
 D: *Volscaro Baby Spice AZ Ex      EXH: L Cowell 
 

Grading VERY PROMISING 
 
SCR  36 BRONBOREO HELL FIRE      DOB: 15/04/2022 
 S: *Wulcano-Uno von Schnitzerteam (imp Hun)    Br: EXH 

D: Bronboreo Fire Fly       EXH: Bronboreo 
  

 SCRATCHED 
 
SCR   37 VOLSCARO SHAMARA (AI)   `   DOB: 16/04/2022 

S: Riddick vom Demina Hof (Imp Serb)     Br: EXH 

 D: Ch Volscaro I Want It All      EXH: T Roberts / L Pearson 
 

 SCRATCHED 

 

SCR  40 BRONBOREO FIZZ POPPER      DOB: 10/05/2022 
 S: *Wulcano-Uno von Schnitzerteam (imp Hun)    Br: EXH 
 D: Bronboreo Fizz Gidget      EXH: Pereira / Pritchard 
 

 SCRATCHED 
 
 
 1 ___38____ 2 ___33___ 3 ___35___ 4 ___34___ 5 ___39___ 6 ___41___ 
 
 

MINOR PUPPY BITCH 
 
 

1st  43 HAUBERK PASSION       DOB: 22//03/2022 
 S: *Wulcano-Uno von Schnitzerteam (imp Hun)    Br: EXH 
 D: Hauberk Gina       EXH: G Connolly 
 

Grading:  VERY PROMISING 

 

2nd  42 GRANDWEST VIVA LAS VEGAS     DOB: 07/02/2022 
 S: *Wulcano-Uno von Schnitzerteam (imp Hun)    Br: Grandwest 

D: *Grandwest Elana Ex.      EXH: D & C Willis 
 

Grading:  VERY PROMISING 

 
 1 ___43____ 2 ___42___ 

 

 

PUPPY BITCH 
 

 

1st  44 VOLSCARO LA DI DA       DOB: 09/12/2021 

S: Gewalt Tenessee Drummer (AI)     Br: EXH 

 D: Volscaro Ricraf Raffy       EXH: T Roberts / L Pearson 
 

Grading:  VERY PROMISING 



 
SCR  45 VOLSCARO NUNNAYABIZNIS (AI)     DOB: 12/12/2021 

S: Vadim vom Aurelius (Imp Deu)     Br: EXH 

 D: Seigen Berry Lucious ET      EXH: T Roberts / L Pearson 
 

 SCRATCHED 
 
SCR  46 WOHLSTAND WHISPERS N WINX     DOB: 26/12/2021 
 S: Ch Freemont Bad Boy      Br:  S Smith 
 D: Ch Jentol Fantas Unique AZ      EXH: J Sorenson 

 

 SCRATCHED 

 

1 ___44____  

 

 

JUNIOR BITCH 

 
1st  53  JARRAHHAUS PAINT IT BLACK     DOB: 26/08/2021 

S: *Wulkano Uno von Schnitzerteam (Imp Hun) AZ Ex.   Br: EXH 

 D: Madroddish The Bitch Is Back     EXH: R Spencer 
 

14 Months  61.0 cm / 26.0 cm 

Very large, medium strong, substantial black and gold Stock Coat female of very good type and proportions. 
Strong, yet feminine and expressive head with dark eye. Very good length of neck, high wither, firm back, very 
good length and lay of the croup. Very good forequarter where ideally the upper arm could be slightly longer, 
very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and just slightly short underchest development. Stands not quite 
correct in front. Correct going, slightly narrow coming, elbows to firm. In movement, shows very good sequence 
of steps, with balanced reach and drive maintaining a firm outline. 
 

Grading VERY GOOD 

 
2nd 47 FRIEDENTAL DAISY DUKES      DOB: 12/06/2021 

 S: *Wulkano-Uno von Schnitzerteam (imp Hun)    Br: EXH 

 D: Maerceci Mischevious Rafferty     EXH: N Humphries 
 

15.5 Months  58.5 cm / 26.5 cm. 

Above medium size. medium strong black and gold Stock Coat female of very good type and proportions. 

Strong, yet feminine head with dark eye. VG length of neck, high wither, firm back, just slightly short croup. Very 

good forequarter where ideally the upper arm could be just slightly better angled. Very good hindquarter 

angulation. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and underchest development. Correct going, slightly narrow 

coming., elbows to firm. In movement, shows very good sequence of steps with very good reach and drive, 

maintaining a firm outline and where the neck is carried a little erect. 
 

         Grading VERY GOOD 

 

3rd  48 GRANDWEST QUEEN KAYLA      DOB: 12/07/2021 

S: *Wulkano Uno von Schnitzerteam (Imp Hun) AZ Ex   Br: Grandwest 

 D: Grandwest Queen Bee      EXH: D & C Willis 
 

14.5 Months  60.0 cm  / 26.5cm 

Large. medium strong, richly coloured black and gold female of Very good type and proportions. Feminine head 

with dark masking and medium to dark eye. Very good length of neck, high wither, firm straight back, slightly 

short and slightly steep croup. Very good forequarter where ideally the upper arm could be slightly better angled. 

Very good hindquarter. stands not quite correct in front. Very good fore and underchest development. Correct 

coming and going. In movement, shows very good sequence of steps with powerful reach and drive, maintaining 

a firm outline. 
 

Grading VERY GOOD 
 
 
 



4th  51 BRONBOREO FLORANCE      DOB: 21/08/2021 
 S: *Wulkano Uno Von Schnitzerteam (Imp Hun) AZ Ex   Br:  EXH 
 D: Bronboreo Videl Veda      EXH: B J Pereira & r Pritchard 

 

14 Months  60.0cm / 26.0 cm 

Large. medium strong black and gold Stock Coat female of very good type and proportions. Strong, yet feminine 
head with medium eye. Very good length of neck into high withers, firm straight back, slightly steep croup of 
good length. Very good forequarter where the upper arm could be longer, very good hindquarter angulation. 
Does not stand correct in front. Good fore and underchest development. Correct going, slightly narrow coming, 
elbows yet to firm. In movement, shows very good sequence of steps, with balanced reach and drive and could 
be a little bit more enthusiastic. Presented not in the best coat condition. 
 

Grading VERY GOOD 

 

5th  49 GEWALT JUST CRUISIN      DOB: 18/07/2021 

S: *Ch Schaeferhund Xesko      Br: Gewalt German Shepherds 

 D: Gewalt Pink Panther       EXH: H Sweeney / H Bondaro 
 

14.5 Months  59.0 cm / 27.5 cm 

Large, medium strong, substantial black and gold female of very good type and proportions. Strong, yet feminine 
head with dark eye. Good neck, normal withers, firm straight back, well laid slightly short croup. Good 
forequarter where the upper arm could be longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Could 
stand a little more correct in front. Good fore and underchest. Slightly wide going, slightly wide coming, elbows 
yet to firm. In movement, shows good sequence of steps with balanced reach and drive, maintaining a firm 
outline. Scratched saddle out on Left Hand side. 
 

Grading VERY GOOD 

 
6th  50 SHAYGAR KRYMBA PARIS TOO     DOB: 25/07/2021 

S: *Salvatore vom Grafenwald (Imp Deu)    Br: EXH 

 D: *Shaygar Venetian Crystal      EXH: JAK Smith 
 

14 Months  57.0 cm / 25.0 cm 

Medium size. medium strong, black and gold Stock Coat female of very good type and proportions. Strong yet 
feminine head with good dark masking and medium eye colour. Good length of neck into normal withers, firm 
straight back, steep croup that is slightly short. Good forequarter where the upper arm could be longer and 
better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest development, Stands correct in 
front. Steps slightly cow hocked going, hocks to firm, correct coming, elbows to firm. In movement, shows very 
good sequence of steps with balanced reach and drive, maintaining a firm outline. Should present herself with 
a bit more confidence in the ring. 
 

Grading VERY GOOD 

SCR 52 BRONBOREO MOXIE       DOB: 21/08/2021 
 S: *Wulkano Uno Von Schnitzerteam (Imp Hun) AZ Ex   Br:  B J Pereira & R Pritchard 
 D: Bronboreo Videl Veda      EXH: Pereira / Pritchard 

 

SCRATCHED 

 

1 ___53____ 2 ___47____ 3 ____48____ 4 ___51_____ 5 ____49____6 ____50____  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



INTERMEDIATE BITCH 

 
1st  55 ALISHA TEAM TOMAHAVK (IMP SRB)    DOB: 24/10/2019 

S: Spencer Di Casa Massarelli      Br: Ninoslav Babic 

 D: Ursa von Panoniansee      EXH: Pereira / Pritchard  
 

2 Years 11 Months. 59.0 cm / 28.5 cm 

Large. Med strong substantial richly coloured black and gold female of excellent type and proportions. Strong, 

expressive and feminine head. Very good length of neck, normal withers, firm straight back, well laid, slightly 

short croup. The tail, is set slightly high. Very good angulation of the fore where ideally the upper arm could be 

slightly better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Could stand a little more correct in front. Good fore and 

praiseworthy underchest development. Moves slightly wide going, hocks to firm, correct coming. In movement, 

shows very good sequence of steps with very good reach and drive maintaining a firm outline. Presented in 

very good condition. 
  

Grading:  VERY GOOD 

 
2nd  54 VOLSCARO WHISPERS AZ      DOB: 28/09/2020 

S: Hornemarks Ricco (Imp Swe)      Br: EXH 

 D: Chevyvale Irresistibly Devine      EXH: T Roberts / L Pearson 
  

2 Years.  60.5 cm / 27.0 cm 

Very large, medium strong, sable female of slightly stretched proportions and very good type. Feminine head 

where ideally the foreface could be stronger. Very good masking with medium eye colour. Very good length of 

neck, high wither, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper arm 

could be longer and better angled. Slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest 

development. Could stand a little more correct in front. Steps cow hocked behind hocks to firm, correct coming 

with elbows to firm. In movement, shows very good sequence of steps with balanced reach and drive 

maintaining a firm outline. Presented in very good coat condition and overall firmness. 
 

Grading: VERY GOOD 

 
 

1 ____55___ 2 ___54____  
 
 

OPEN BITCH 
 
1st  61 *CH GEWALT DOMINO        DOB: 04/02/2020 

 S: Gewalt Tennessee Drummer      Br: Gewalt Kennels 

 D: Kaperville A Sassy Woman      EXH: T Roberts  
 

2 Years 8 Months.  60.5 cm / 28.0 cm 

Very large, medium strong substantial black & gold female of excellent type and proportions. Feminine 

expressive head with dark eye. Very good length of neck, high wither, firm back, well laid, just slightly short 

croup. Very good angulation of the forequarter where ideally the upper arm could be slightly better angled, very 

good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Good fore and just slightly short underchest. Steps wide 

going, correct coming. In movement, shows very good sequence of steps with very good reach and drive 

maintaining a firm outline. Presented in very good coat and condition. 
 

Grading: EXCELLENT 

 

2nd  59 BRONBOREO ADRIANNA      DOB: 22/04/2019 

 S: *Schaeferhund Raphael Ex.M     Br: Pereira / Pritchard 

 D: Seigen Hayos Asha       EXH: CAT Ellis 
 

3 Years 5 Months.  60.5 cm / 28.5 cm 

Very large, medium strong and substantial, black and gold Stock Coat female of excellent type and proportions. 

Strong, yet feminine head with dark eye. Good length of neck, normal wither, slight dip behind and slight rise in 



the backline, just slightly short, but well laid croup. Very good forequarter where the upper arm should be longer 

and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and underchest development. Should 

stand a little more correct in front. Steps correct coming and going. In movement, shows very good sequence 

of steps, with balanced reach and drive. 
 

Grading: EXCELLENT 

 

3rd  57 *CH SEIGEN BERRY LUCIOUS     DOB: 04/09/2017 

 S: *Ch Gerry vom Schacher (imp Deu)     Br: D & C Gallacher 

 D: *Ch Friedental Bliss Fulicious ET AZ Ex.M    EXH: T Roberts / C Gallacher 
 

5 Years 1 Month.  61.0 cm / 28.0 cm 

Very large, medium strong, black and gold Stock Coat female of very good type and proportions. Feminine 

expressive head with dark eye. Good length of neck, normal wither, slight rise in the back line, just slightly short, 

slightly steep croup. Very good forequarter where the upper arm could be slightly better angled, very good 

hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Good fore and excellent underchest development. Steps cow 

hocked going, hocks to firm, correct coming with the elbows to firm. In movement, shows very good sequence 

of steps with expansive reach and drive maintaining a firm outline. 
 

Grading: EXCELLENT 

 

4th  56 *CH SABARANBURG REIKKI      DOB: 03/09/2017 

  S: UK Ch Conbhairean Freddie (Imp UK)    Br: EXH 

  D: *Boney M vom Bad Walde IPO2 (Imp Deu)    Exh: B & L Lubbock 
 

Age: 5 Years 1 Month.  61.0 cm / 29.0 cm 

Dropped lower incisor. Very large, medium strong, substantial black and gold Stock Coat female of very good 

type and proportions. Strong, yet feminine head with praiseworthy masking and dark eye. Very good length of 

neck, normal withers, slight rise. Steep croup that is just slightly short. Very good forequarter where the upper 

arm could be longer and better angled. Pronounced hindquarter angulation. Stands not quite correct in front. 

Good fore and excellent underchest development. Steps cow hocked going, hocks should be firmer, correct 

coming. In movement, shows very good sequence of steps with very good reach and drive maintaining a firm 

outline, however, the ligaments should be firmer overall.  
 

         Grading:  EXCELLENT 

 

5th  60 *SABARANBURG VIVACIOUS      DOB: 28/12/2019 
 S: *Sabaranburg Rosko       Br: EXH 
 D: Sabaranburg Quintessence      EXH: B & L Lubbock 
 

4 Years.  61.0 / 28.0 

Large, medium strong, substantial black and gold Stock Coat female of very good type and proportions. Strong, 

yet feminine head with dark masking and dark eye. Good neck, normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short, 

slightly steep croup. Very good forequarter where ideally the upper arm could be slightly longer and better 

angled, pronounced hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest development. Stands correct in front. 

Steps slightly narrow going, correct coming. The tail is of correct length but is held with a slight cast. In 

movement shows very good sequence of steps with balanced reach and drive, however, could be firmer overall. 
 

 Placing: 5th       Grading:  EXCELLENT 

 

SCR 58 MAERCECI MISCHEVIOUS RAFFERTY    DOB: 29/10/2018 

 S: *Schaeferhund Raphael Ex.M     Br: EXH 

 D: Seigen Pure Bliss       EXH: C Baker 
 

 SCRATCHED 

 
 

1 ____61___ 2 ___59___ 3 ___57___ 4 ___56___ 5 ___60____ 

 

BEST BITCH _____61____  RUNNER UP BEST BITCH ____53_____ 

 


